
Chapter 4

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this lesson students should be able to:

1. Recognize, form, and translate second declension neuter nouns and adjectives.
2. Recognize, conjugate, and translate the irregular verb sum in the present indicative.
3. Define the terms “predicate noun” and “predicate adjective” and state the rule for
agreement of a predicate adjective with the subject.
4. Define the term “substantive adjective” and recognize and translate such an adjective
in a Latin sentence.

PRACTICE AND REVIEW

1. Otium est bonum, sed otium multorum est parvum.
Leisure is good, but the leisure of many (people) is small (minimal). (Typical use
of adj. multô rum as substantive.)

2. Bella sunt mala et multa pericula habent.
Wars are bad (terrible) and (they) have many dangers. (In this context and 
position in the sent. bella must be the pl. of the noun bellum, as indicated in the 
text, not a form of the adj. bellus, -a, -um.)

3. Officium nautam de otio hodie vocat.
Duty calls (is calling) the sailor from (his) leisure today.

4. Pauci viri avari multas formas periculi in pecunia vident.
Few greedy men see the many forms of danger (types of risk) in money.

5. Si multam pecuniam habetis, saepe non estis sine curs.
If you have much (a lot of) money, you are often not without (free from) worries.

(A “sinecure” is a position that requires little or no work but may nonetheless be
salaried.)

6. Puellae magistram de consilio malo sine mora monent.
Without delay the girls warn (advise) the teacher about the bad plan.

7. O magne poeta, sumus veri amici; me iuva, amabo te!
Great poet, we are true friends; help me, please!
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8. Femina agricolae portam videt.
The farmer's wife sees the gate. (Agricolae follows and therefore modifies 
fç mina, which here, as often, means wife; gen. nouns, like adjs., usually follow the 
nouns they modify and they certainly do so whenever necessary, as here, to avoid

ambiguity over which of two nouns may be modified.)


